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CONSTRAINTS IN BINARY SEMANTICAL NETWORKS

Shan-Hwei Nienhuys-Cheng
Infolab, Tilburg University

P. O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Constraints in Information Systems are used to check thc; correctness of data, preventing redun-
dant data. In this way there shall be more structure in the information system. The ideas and
examples of constraints are originated from RIDL languaget'2'3. This article intends to give a
more formal approach to the constraints and their language. We use the concept "relation" to
interpret roles and paths in semantical networks and to build up consuaints. We divide the con-
straints in two kinds: declarative and non-declarative. The second kind is more powerful than the
firs[.

I INTRODUCTION

1 What is a binary semantical network?

Suppose we want to make some infomtation analysis of certain things in the real world, espe-
cially classification, sttuctures and mutual relations. For example, a group of people, some
conferences, the people who attend or organize the conferences, etc. are what we ane intet~sted in.
Wc have to choose a method to approach this problem, for example, the method of binary
semantical networks according to NIAM. In fact, the work of De Troyer e[ al4 is dedicated to the
design of such a networic. We shall call it CRIS. It is based on the test model for conference
organization given by IFIP in 1982. We are also going to use this design for our examples in
constraints in this article. We shall give an iutroduction to this theory here. There ate a few
important concepts and terminologies in the binary semantical network:
Important concepts are NOLOT (non-lexical object type) and LOT (lexical object type). These
conccpts arc madc morc clcar by considcring thcir diffcrcncc. Wc discuss this distinction using
[he example of an imaginary IFIP confen;nce in June 1992 (one of a number of different confer-
ences), and an attendant of this confetence, L. G. Jansen (one of many people). Both these enti-
ties ate real and unique, even though almost any data about them can change. The whole point of
maintaining an information system on this confenence is to keep track of the copious amounts of
change in data conceming this event.
All data of L. G. Jansen can change as well, for instance her name can tum out to be misspelled,
or she can become L. G. Woutets-Jansen. The infotmation system wants to mirror the sttucture
of the real world, and therefore it will contain something that cotresponds to these unique entities,
abstracted from any properties or characteristics they might have at any given moment.
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[n the dcsign phasc we may [hink of a real person, with black hair and a smile with a dimple, but
when it comes to implementation we make the system (or the computer) think of a unique system
identifier (surrogate). Sets of such real world entities (or their intemal counterparts in the system)
we call NOLOTs. Their characteristics like names, dates, amounts of money, addresses, etc. ar~e
collected in LOTs.
The system has two kinds of relations: relations between two sets of the real world entities
(NOLOTs) and relations between a NOLOT and data about some characteristics (LOTs).
So if Ms Jansen attends the conference mentioned, this will be expressed as part of a relation
between two elements, of NOLOTs person and corference. There certainly will not be any direct
~elation between Ms Jansen's name-string "Jansen L G" (an element in LOT person-name) and
the conference identifier "IFIP92june" (an element in LOT conf i~.
The distinction between a LOT and a NOLOT is important when we design and implement a
semantical network. This article is about constraints which are established after the design. We
treat a LOT and a NOLOT almost the same way when we classify and define the constraints.
However, in the implementation of a NOLOT, the elements are nepresented by system identifiers
or surrogates. The identifiers are distinct and they are generated by the system. They are not
directly changeable by users. We use symbols like Jtl, ~2, etc. to represent these identifiers.

A diagram is often used to express a binary relation. For example, see Fig. 1.

with of

Fig. 1 Typical diagram for a relation.

We can read such a diagram in two ways:

person with person-name
person-name of person

Notice a NOLOT is expressed in solid circle and a LOT is expressed in a dotted circle. The two
rectangles are used symbolically to tepresent a table and this table gives a binary relation. The
left column of the table has the name with and the right column has the name of. We call these
columns roles. They are also coroles of each other. The table can have for example the following
contents at a certain moment:

with of
fkl Jansen L G
Jk2 Koffman M
ik3 Jansen L G

Note that the same name occurs twice, apparently it belongs to different persons. Although a nole
means originally a column, we can think of a role as a set of pairs, namely:

of -{(fkl,lansen L G), (~k2, Koffman M), (Ji3, Jansen L G) }

with -{(Jansen L G, Jkl), (Koffman M, ~2), (Jansen L G, Jk3) )

We can see that an object type contains some elementary data and a role contains pairs of such
data.
A design of a binary semantical network can be expressed by a diagram which is the combination
of some simpler diagrams like the one above. Such a diagram tells how all object types are
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related to each o[her by roles and it is called a graphical representation of a conceptual scheme
of a semantical network. We say for short conceptual scheme. We present such a conceptual
scheme in the end of this article. This scheme is called CRIS because it is originated from the
schemc in CRISa.

2 What are the data types and the permissible operations on the data types?

We distinguish a few da[a types: strings, numbets and sets. Elementary data are data that are
allowed in a LOT or a NOLOT. A LOT consists essentially of numbers only or of strings only.
The elements of a NOLOT are essentially different. As we are intenested in the abstract theory,
we consider elements of NOLOTS temporarily as strings. In a practical situation we can always
distinguish more types. Sets are homogeneous: they either consist of strings only, or numbers
only, or they consist of pairs of coordinates where the first coordinates (and the second coordi-
nates) are homogeneously all numbers or all strings. Roles are considered as sets of pairs.
Operations on numbers, strings and sets ane the usual ones: arithmetical and relational operators
for numbers, lexicographic comparison for strings, set operations like intersection, union, differ-
ence, membetship for sets. It is possible to refine "number" into integer, real, also to refine string
type by adding a new type "date", but for the time being we keep it simple.

3 What are constraints?

Wc have to have cenain restrictions in insening, changing or deleting data in a seman[ical nct-
work. We call such restrictions constraints. For example, if a conference begins on a date and
ends on another date, we expect that the end is not earlier than the beginning. If we give the com-
puter an instruction to check such requirements every time when there is an updating, then a con-
straint is built into the semantical network. What the computer should do if the check fails, is an
implemen[ation detail that dces not concem us now. Here we merely classify the constraints.

The same classification and definitions can lead to different designs of constraint languages
and a design can be influenced by personal taste and practical use. The grammar (see appendix)
and the examples which we give in this article show only one such ssibility. In fact, the ideas
of the constraints are originated from the original RIDL languaget'2'~This article intends to give
a more fomial approach to the constraints.

Constraints can be represented in three ways: graphically, declaratively and non-declaratively.
These thnee ways are listed here in order of increasing power. In our discussion we will some-
times mention the graphical represen[ations for illustrative purposes. The CRIS scheme contains
also examples of graphical constraints.

Constraints can be defined by boolean expressions because a constraint is a boolean expression
which should be tnie all the time. According to the kinds of constraints, we distinguish between
declarative boolean expressions and non-declarative boolean expressions. The declarative
boolean exprtssions have standard fonns and they are designed to express some declarative con-
straints. On the other hand, a non-declarative boolean cxpnession uscs logical opcrators,
malhcmalical manipulations, ctc.
We divide lhis anicle inlo ] I chapters. The following chapler (II) is about some basic mathemat-
ical concepts with respect to relations. The chap[ers III to X are devoted to the declarative con-
straints. We discuss the constraints in chapter IV-VII only for the situations of one path or two
paths. The readers can generalize them to the general situation of n paths with n? 1. Chapter XI
is about non-declarative constraints.
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4 Notes on the appendices and implementation.

To try out the syntax of the language we have written a YACC-program for the iJNIX-systems.
This program consists essentially of a grammar and associated actions. We have given the gram-
mar without actions in the appendix. The YACC program interfaces with a LEX program which
scans the input and retums the tokens. For determining the tokens we need also some other pro-
grams to interface with the conceptual schemes of a semantical network. The LEX and other pro-
grams are lefi out of the appendices. The graphical conceptual scheme of CRIS is also given in
the appendix. The graph takes a few pages (C1-C4) and some pages have things in common. In
this way you can look up things from one page to other pages via the common part. This graphi-
cal representation is transfen-ed by the program RIDL-G, written by my colleagues, to the usual
concept scheme.

II RELATIONS AND PATHS

We introduce a system to discuss states of roles, object [ypes and their constrainls. We start with
basic mathematical concep[s.
1 Definition. A relaáonf from a set A to a set B, denoted by

f:A-~B

is a subset of the Cartesian product A x B. We can then define the following concepts with
respect to f.

source(f)-A ,
target(f ) - B ,
support( f)-{z E A ~(X, y) E f} ,

~ge(Ï)-(YEBi(x.Y)Ef} .
f(U) -{b e B 13a e U such [hat (a, b) e f} for U c A ,
.f~~ -{(X, Y) ~(y, X) E f} .

We call }`~ the inverse of f. If (z, y) e f, [hen x is an original ofy and y is an image of x. lfy is
the only image of x, then we can use f(x) to denote y. So we have in this situadon
(f(x)}-f({x}).

2 Interpretation. In a semantical network, a state of a role from an object-type A to an object-
type B is in fact a relation from A to B. The corole is just its inverse. For example, we consider
the diagram and the table in section 1 ofchapter I. It means that we have the following two rela-
tions:

of : person ~ pcrson-name

with : person-name ~ petson

These two roles arc inverses of each other. In this example it is clear which role we mean when
wc only usc the namc of the role. In a semantical ne[work there ane many roles with [he same
role name. However, we assume that a role will be uniquely defined if the object types on both
sides arc given too. Thus we use otten the tollowing kind of expressions:

person-name of person ({111 }) -{ Jansen L G}

person with person-name ( {Jansen L G })-( tt 1, i13 }
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3 Definition. A path is a composition of known relations, hence also a relation. Given
ft : A 1~ Az, fz : Az -~ A3, .. ., f„ : A„ -a A„~1, we can define the contposition f,fi-1 -.- fl of
f~ , fz ,..., f„ as the n;lation f from A 1 to A„~~ with the following property:

(x, Y) E f ~
there exist zz, z3, ..., z„

suchthat(x,zz)efi.(zz.z3)EÏz,---. (zn.Y)Ef~ -
We denote this composition sometimes in the following way:

}n fn -1 . . . f~ : A 1 --~ A Z . . . -~ AR ---) An t l .

It is clcar that source( f)- A i and target( f) - A„ t~ . Supposc inverses of fl , fz, ..., f„ arc
K 1. Kz .---. Kn. respectivcly. It is easy to sec that in this casc thc invcrsc g of f is givcn by
g- g 1 g z~~- g,,. We say g is the copath off. In this casef is also the copath of g.
Let us consider two paths in CRIS case: one is from date to conf-title and one is from conf-title
to date. Sce Fig. 2.

date l0-S[ert stertin~at K'1[}1 OI

Fig. 2 A path and its inverse in CRIS.

Wc denote these two examples ofpaths which are inverse to each other in the following way:
date to start conference with conf-title

conf title of conference starting-at date

4 Remark. ln a network certain relations, the roles, are given a priori. A "path" is usually a
composition of n such roles. Especially, a role is also a patll with n- 1. In the rest of the article
we use often sentences like 'f is a path in a semantical network" to mean

f -Ïn.fn-1 . . . fl : A t ~ AZ . . . ~ An -~ Antl

wheref is a role and A; is an object type for every i and source( f) - A t and target( f) - A„ tl .

III CONSTRAINTS ABOUT SUBTYPES

Theonetically, we should discuss the constraints about subtypes after some other declarative
constraints. On the other hand we use paths to build up constraints in general, we need to make
agreements about paths with respect to subtypes already at beginning. So we begin with con-
straints about subtypes.

I Definition. If A e B we say A is a subtype ofB and B is a superrype ofA. See Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Subtype and superiype.

Wc can think of the arrow as a trivial role, namely, the "identity" relation.
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2 Path through subtypes. If a role is between a supertype and some object type then we can
also consider it as a role between a subtype and that object type. To formulate it mone pnecisely,
Iet us consider A, a subtype oC B, f: B -~ C a role. Then dcfine f~ : A--~ C as

fi-((X,y)E flxE A)

Because we always specify the two object types where a role starts and where it ends, we can use
f instead off~ . For cxample, consider the following path in CRIS (C4):

paper-title of submitted-paper getiing paper-ref assmt on date .

Of is otiginally a relation from paper to paper-title but now it is eonsidered as a nelation from
submitted~aper to paper-title.
On the other hand, if we have a role between a subtype and some object type, we can also con-
sider it as a role between its supertype and that object type. We only have to consider it as a sub-
set of a bigger Cartesian product.
We can also generalize the idea of subtypes transitively. That means if A is a subtype of B and B
is a subtype of C then A is also a subtype of C.

3 Definition. If B has several subtypes A I, AZ, ..., A,,, then we say A~, AZ, ... , A„ satisfy
the total constraint for subrypes with nespect to B if B -A t ~ A Z v--. v A,,. It shall be clear
that the total constraint for subtypes defined here is a special case of the total constraint we shall
define later. We often use a diagram to denote the total consvaint for subtypes. For example, we
have the diagram of Fig. 4 for n- 3.

Fig. 4 Total constraint for 3 subtypes.

4 Definition. If A~, A2, ..., A„ are subtypes of B and A; n A~ - 0 for every A;, A~ where i~ j,
then we say these subtypes satisfy exclusion for subrypes.

5 Example. If we consider CRIS ( C4), we use for example the following way to describe sub-
type cxclusion:

rejected-paper, accepted-paper
SUBTYPE-EXCL submitted-paper

IV UNIQUENESS CONSTRAINTS

1 Convention

In this article we shall assume that roles ane sets in the mathematical sense, namely, they do not
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contain repeated elements. This is considered by others as a special uniquc constraint.

2 Injective constraints for a path
2.1 Definition. A relation f: A~ B is injective if for every b e B there is at most one a e A
such that (a, b) e f. If we want a path f in a semantical network to be injective then we have an
injective constraint for f.
2.2 Diagram. In a diagram the injective constraint for a role f is indicated by a double arrow
above or below the box off.
2.3 Example. Consider the graphical concept scheme of CRIS (C2). We use the following way
to express an example of injective constraint:

time IDENTIFTED-BY session-nr of session starting-at time
In other words, if you know the session number of a conference, then you also know the starting
time. There can not be two different timcs for the same session number.
2.4 Proposition. Given

f-fnfn-t ... f~ :A~ --iA2... -i A~ -~Antl
Iff satisfies the injective constraint for every i, then f satisfies the injective constraint.

3 Injective constraint for more than one path.

3.1 Diagram. The diagram of Fig. 5 iepresents a uniqueness constraint traditionally with the
following two characteristics:
(1) suPPortU) - suPPort(8).
(2) If (a, b), (a', b) E f and (a, c), (a', c) e g, then a- a'.

Fig. 5 A uniqueness constraint

3.2 Proposition. Define a relation h : A~ B x C induced by the paths f: A~ B, g: A~ C
where support(f )- support(g) as follows:

(a, (b, c)) e h e~ (a, b) e f and (a, c) E g .
Then the h is an injective if and only if f, g have the characteristics (2).
Notice that h is usually denoted by f x g in mathematics.
3.3 Definition. In a semantical network, a pair ( f, g) of paths sharing sources is said to satisfy
the injective constraint if support(f )- support(g) and f x g from [he same source to the Cartesian
product target(f ) x target(g) is injective.
3.4 Example. Consider CRIS (C4). We have an example of an injective constraint of more
than one path expressed in the following way:
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paper-ref assmt
IDENTiFIED-BY
petson referee-for paper-ref assmt,
submitted-paper of paper-ref assmt

This mcans if a paper and a neferce ( there can be morc than onc nefetee for a papcr) ane known.
then thcre is at most one paper-referee-assignment which conccros this paper and this n;feree.

4 Functional constraints

Functionality is the dual concept of injectivity. We mean by this tha[ a functional constraint on a
path is equivalent to an injective constraint on i[s copath.
4.1 Definition. A relation f: A~ B is afunction if

(a, b), (a, b~ e f~ b- b' .

So if a path f in a semantical network is a function then we say f satis6es the functional con-
straint.
4.2 Diagram. Consider the diagram mentioned in 2.2., where f satisfies the injective con-
straint. We can also use the same diagram to denote the functional constraint of J`~ .
4.3 Remark. If f is a path which satisfies the functional constraint, then the notation f(a)
makcs sense if the set of all images ofa underf is not empty. See also section 1 of chapter II.
4.4 Definition. The pair (f, g) is said to satisfy the functional constraint if the pair (j~,g-t)
satisfies the injective wnstraint.

V TOTALITY CONSTRAINTS

I Total cunstraints

1.1 Definition. Given f : A~ B. We say that f is surjective if range(f ) - B. If we have a path
f in a semantical network which satisfies the surjective property, we can say f satisfies the surjec-
tive constraint or the total constraint.
l.2 Proposition. Given a path f- f„f„-t -~. fi in a semantical nctwork. If every f satisfies
total constraint, then f also satisfies the total constraint.
1.3 Diagram. If f is a role, then f satisfies the total constrain[ is denoted by the following
diagram of Fig. 6:

f' Ï d

Fig. 6 Total constraint forf

1.4 Definition. Given two paths f and g in a semantica] network where target( f)- target( g).
Then the pair ( f, g) is said to satisfy the total constraint if

~ge(f ) ~ ~ge(8) - target(f ) - target( 8) -
15 Diagram. In diagram form this is indicated by connecting the boxes for f and g by a"'I"' in
a small circle.
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1.6 Proposition. Given two relations f: A -i C and g : B-i C. Dcfinc h : A t~ B-~ C, as fol-
lows:

(x, c) e h a (x, c) e f or (x, c) e g

So thc surjcctivity of h is cyuivalcnt with Ihe dc(inition of surjcctivity of thc pair (~; g).
1.7 Example. Consider the concept scheme CRIS (C2). We can give for example the following
total constraint with our language:

accepted-paper
TOTAL-IN
accepted-paper presented-in lecture during session,
accepted-paper with abstracts

It means if a paper is accepted, it is either presented in a lecture of a session or it is collected in a
bundle of abstracts for the conference.
If you think there are too many "accepted~aper" in this expression, you can change the grammar
in the implementation. For cleamess we keep this structure for the time being because our
definition of a path begins always from an object type.

2 Constraints of total support

2.1 Definition. A relation f: A-~ B has total support if support(f ) - A. Thus for a path f in a
semantical network, f is said to satisfy the constraint of tota! support if support(f )- source( f).
The diagram of Fig. 6 can also be used [o denote the constraint of total support off`t .

2.2 Definition. If suppon(f ) v support(g) - source( f)- source( g) Cor two paths f and g in a
semantical network, then the pair (f, g) is said to satisfy the constraint of total suppon.

VI KEY CONSTRAINTS

Key constraint is a kind of combination of total support, injective and funetional constrainLS.
Because the concept of "key" is important for database, we need to know the corresponding con-
cept in semantical networks.
1 Definition. Given a path f, then f satisfies the key constraint iff is injective, funetional and
has the property of total support.
This means that the elements of source(f ) and range(f ) determine each other uniquely. We say b
is the key of a if (a, b) e f. Observe that it is possible that there are elements in target(f ) that are
not in range(f ), and hence not key of an element in source(f ).
2 Diagram. If we consider the simplest situation that f is a role, then the key constraint can be
presented with the diagram of Fig. 7.

Ï

F ! f i

Fig. 7 Key constraint for one rolef

3 Definition. Given two paths f: A-~ -~.~ B and g: A~~--~ C. The combination
(f, g) is said to satisfy the key constraint iff x g: A-~ B x C satisfies the properties of total sup-
port, injectivity and funcdonality.



In othcr words, if f x g: A -i B x C is defined in the same way as theorem 3.2 of chapter IV,
then the pair (f, g) satisfies the key constraint if and only if f x g satisfies the properties of total
support, injcctivity and functionality.
4 Diagram. Fig. 8 represents the diagram for the key constraint on two roles. It can be proved
that the functionality of f x g is equivalent with the functionality of f and functionaliry of g
together in ihis situation. That is why we use such diagram to denote the key constraint of (f, g).

Fig. 8 Key constraint for two rolcs

5 Example. We can give a simple key constraint in our language for CRIS (C3):
nat-repr-TC
HAVING-KEY
society of nat-repr-TC,
TC of nat-repr-TC,
nat-repr ofnat-repr-TC

You can think that a nat-repr-TC is an abstract object which is a combination of tht~ee other less
abstract objects, namely, a society, a TC, and a national representative. The choice of these three
objects is also unique.

VII SUBSET CONSTRAINTS

Subset consuaints express a subset relationship between suppotu, ranges of two paths or a sub-
set relationship between the two paths themselves.
1 Definitions. Let us consider paths f and g in a semantical network. Suppose that
sourcc( j) - source( g). If support(f ) e support(g), then we say thc pair (f, ~) satisfies [hc .rub-
support con.rtraint. Now suppose f and g share ihe same targel, rather than the same source. If
range(f ) c range(g), then we say [he pair (f, g) salisfies the subrange constraint. Now suppose
that both source(f)- source( g) and target( f) - target( g). We say the pair (f, g) satisfies the
subpath constraint if f e g. That is to say, every element (x, y) in f is also an element in g.
2 Diagrams. The subsupport constraint on two roles can be denoted by the diagram of Fig. 9.
The diagram of Fig. 10 is sometimes used to denote the subpath constraint in the simplest situa-
tion, namely, relationship between two roles.
3 Examples. With our language we can express an example of subsupport consuaint in CRIS
(C2) in the following way:

person presenting acc.~aper
SUB-SUPPORT
session comprising lectune about acc-paper
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Fig 9 Subsupport constraint

Fig. 10 A simple subpath constraint

This constraint requires that if an accepted paper is known to be presented by someone, then it
must be already scheduled for a lecture in a session.
We can give an example of a subpath wnstraint in CRIS (CI):

member-country holding conference
SUBPATH-OF
member country location-of body of conference

This constraint requires that the conference must be held in a country whet~ one of the sponsor-
ing bodies of the conference also is located.

VIII EQUIVALENCE CONSTRAINTS

The equivalence constraints expresses the set equality betwecn supports or ranges of two paths
or with thc set equality bctween the paths themsclves.
l Definitions. Let us consider two paths f and g in a semantical network. Iff and g share the
same source, we say they are support equivalent if support(f )- support(g). Dually, if they share
the same target, we say they are range equivalent if range(f )- range(g). If they share the same
source and also the same target then we say f, g are path equivalent iff- g.
If f, g are roles then we can express these properties in diagrams. They are similar to the
diagrams for subset constraints. We use -signs in a small cincle in the appropriate places to indi-
cate the equality betwcen sets.
2 Examples. We give now an example of support equivalence for CRIS (C2) with our
language.
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time starting session SUPPORT-EQ ume ending session

This requires that if the starting time of a session is known, then the ending time is known too
and vice versa. A path equivalence of two paths in CRIS (C1)can be expnessed in the following
ways:

org-unit being IFIP-sponsor ofconference
PATHEQ
org-unit organizing conference

This constraint requires that an organization unit which is involved in the organization of the
conference is automatically an IFIP-sponsor of the conference and vice versa.

IX EXCLUSION CONSTRAINTS

1 Exclusion constrain[s are always about the disjoint propeny between suppons of two paths,
ranges of two paths and the disjoint property between the two paths themselves. They can be for-
mulated just like subset constraints, equivalence constraints. We only have to change
support(f ) e suppori(g) into support(f ) n support(g) - 0, for example.
2 Diagrams. When we consider the simplest path, namely, f, g are roles, then we can use
diagrams to express the exclusion consuaints. The diagrams look like the diagrams for subset,
equivalence consuaints. You use an "X" to denote the exclusive properry.
3 Example. Consider the concept scheme CRIS (C4).
An example of a path exclusion can be expressed in the following way:

pcrson author-of submitted-paper
PATHEXCL
pcrson referee-for paper-ref assmt of submitted-paper

This example simply tells that the author of a paper is not the referee of the same paper.

X NUMERIC CONSTRAINTS

This is a very simple declarative constraint. There are two kinds of object types. One kind is a
set of strings. The other kind is a set of numbers. Wc nced to know which oncs arc of number
typcs, lhen we also know which ones are not. This consuaint tells that an object rype is a number
type. We can give the following example to illustrate how it is defined in our language:

NUMERIC conf fee, hotel-rate, fee, expensc, days, years

XI NON-DECLARATIVE CONS"I'RAINTS

i Basic building bricks for non-declarative rnnstraints

"Path" is an important concept to build up the declarative constraints as well as non-declarative
consuaints ( see also Meersman2 for the original examples). Let us take an example of a path in
CRIS (C1),

expense of conference stan:ing-at date with year

Consider some simple data in these roles:
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with starting-at of
ycar datc confercncc cxpcnsc
88 880101 ql 20000
88 880304 lk2 3(XX)0
88 880501 ~3 20000
89 890405 ~4 40000

If we have a constraint which n;,quires the expense of a conference in 1988 not to exceed 40000
dollars, then we have to do with the image set of 88, namely (20000,30000}.

((88, 20000), (88, 30000)}

The second coordinate may not exceed 40000. On the other hand, if we require the sum of the
expenses of conferences in 1988 not to exceed 100000 dollars, then we should break this path in
two pieces with conferences as boundary.

conference starting-at date with year(88) -{t~ 1,t~2,1t3}

{(tt 1, 20000), (t~ 2, 30000), (t~ 3, 20000) } e expense of conference

The sum of expenses is the sum of the second coordinates of the thrce elements.
We notice what we need for the constraints are concepts of paths, subsets of paths, sum of a
number set, sums of coordinates of a set of pairs, maximum of a set, etc. So we try to define
some standard functions for these concepts. We use such functions and paths as the building
bricks of number expressions or set expnessions. These expn;ssions are again used to build up
boolean expressions. The boolean expressions are [he basis for constraints.

2 Standard set functions

Our sets are sets of strings, sets of numbers, sets of pairs where the first coordinates (and the
second coordinates) are homogeneously either all numbers or all strings.
2.1 Definition. Given a role f: A-~ B in a semantical network. We have

f((Q }) -{1J E B I(Q, IJ) E f} ,

The way to find such a set for a given role and an element is a standard function. With this as
basis we can define another two standazd functions:

,JF(U)- V {f ( {Q})IQ E U} .

fIU-{(C1,IJ)E f IQE U andÓE f({Q})} .

The last fonnula is the restriction off to U.
We can generalize the functions above to f- f,fn-~ -.. fl, because

! (U)-lnVn-1 ... VI(U)... ))

Evidently, the type ( string set or number set) of f(U) is ihe same as the type of the last object
type of the path. The type off I U is the same as the type of f.
2.3 Definition. If g is a set of pairs with the first ( and the second) coordinates homogeneously
either numbers or strings, then

SETI (g) - the set of the first coordinates of g;

SET2 (g) - the set of the second coordinates of g;

INV(g)- {(y, x)I(x, y)E g} .
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A spccial case is when g- f I U. In fact, f( U) - SET2(f I U).

3 Standard number and string functions

3.1 Definition. For a set S of numbers or sttings or a set of pairs S in a semantical network we
deóne thc following ftmction:

CARD(S)-tk(xlxe S) .

So CARD (f ) is the number of elements in the path f; CARD (f( U)) is the number of elements
of image set of U under f, etc.
3.2 Definition. If we have a set of strings or a set of numbers, then we can compare two such
elements (strings lexicographically and numbers in the usual way). Thus there exist a maximum
and a minimum of such a set. So if S is a set of numbers, then

MAX ( S) - x, where x e S and x? y for every y e S;
MIN ( S) -x, wherex e S and x 5 y for every y E S .

If S is a set of strings, lhen we use MAXSTR, MINSTR instead of MAX, MIN, respectively.
33 Definition. Let us consider a set of numbers S-(a ~, aZ, ''', a„ }, where n? 1, then

SUM(S)-a~ ta2f "' ta,,;

AVG( S) - SUM(S)ICARD(S)

3.4 Definition. We want to pay special attention to sum and avcrage of the coordinates of a sub-
set of a relation. (See section 1 for motivation.) Let K-((a ~, b t), (aZ, 62), ''',(a,,,b„)}:

SUM1(K) - a t f a2 ''' f a,,, if thc a; are numbers ;
SUM2 (K) - b t f bZ ''' f b,,, if the b; ane numbers ;

AVG1, AVG2 are defined analogously to AVG.

4 Expressions and operators.

There are essentially three kinds of expressions: number, set and boolean. Constraints are just
boolean expressions with special meanings, namely, they should always get true as value. This
article concentrates on constraints, so numbers and sets are only the basis for consUVCting
boolean expressions.

4.1 Operators. If we have number expressions, we can do mathematical computations with
them. The operations are the binary t, -, ~`, ~ and unary operation minus -.
From two sets of the same type we can consttuct a third set by using the set operators: UNION,
INTERSECT, MINUS. The mathemabcal meanings of such operations are well known.
We can compare cwo numbets by the re~ational operators: ~, 5, ~,?,~,-. We can also
compare two sets with the relational operatots: ~, a, -, x. We can also compare two strings
lexicographically with the same relational operators as for numbers. There is a special relational
operator IN ( e) which establishes membership of a set.
To conswct a new boolean expression from simpler boolean expressions, we can use the boolean
operators like AND, OR, NOT, IFF, IMPLY.
4.2 Number expressions. Number expressions are essentially made of number constants,
number identifiers and results of number expressions. Funhermore, we can call a standard func-
tion which yields a number as the resul[.
43 Set expressions. The simplest se[ expression an; empty set, an object type, a role, a path, an
explicit expression of a set of numbers or strings and an cxplicit cxpression of a sct of pairs whcre
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the first coordinates (and the second coordinates) are all numbers or are all strings. One can also
call a standard function which delivcr a sct as valuc. Funhcrmorc onc can usc sc~ opcrator~ Io
cumbiix~ two sct cxpn~ssions of lhc samc typc in ordcr to gct a ncw sct cxpressions.
4.4 Boolean expressions. The simplest boolean expressions are the constants TRUE and
FALSE. One can also apply all kinds of relational operators in sets, numbers and strings to
obtain a boolean expression. One can combine boolean expressions with operators like iFF, OR,
IMPLY to obtain new boolean expressions. Furthermore we have the special boolean expressions
as follows:

IF boolean expression THEN boolean expression
IF boolean exprtssion THEN boolean expression

ELSE boolean expression
FOR EACH iden[ifier FROM set expr~ession,

identifier FROM set expression, ... :
boolean expression

The first and the second constructions look like a standard if statement. We can also use IMPLY
instead of if and then in the first expression. The third constmction can be explained by the fol-
lowing example:

FOR EACH x FROM conference:
expense of conference (x) ~- 200000

means no conference should spend more than 200000 dollars. It delivers false as value if some
conference spends more than this amount. Notice the type of the identifier is determined by the
set expression after FROM. We are allowed to use [he notation expense of conference (x)
because of the functional constrain[ of the path. (See chapter II).

5 Examples of non-declarative constraints

All the examples here are originated from CRIS. The constraint language uses sometimes a nota-
tion that differs from the mathematical notation, for example ~ ~ instead of x, and [x ] instead of
(x).
5.1 Example. We want the expense of every conference which stans in 1988 not to exceed
40000 dollars (CRIS C1).

for each x fro~ conference:
if year of date to start conference (x) - 88
then expense of conference (x) ~- 40000
5.2 Example. We want to construct a constraint which requires that thc sum of all expenses of
confenenccs in 1988 be less than or equal to 100000 dollars. We havc in section 1 of this chapter
explained why we need to bteak the path exnense of conference starting at date with year in two
pieces at the point of conference. The essential idea is that the sum has to range over all confer-
ences starting at 1988. Thus we should formulate this constraint in the following way (CRIS C1):
SUM2(expense of conference

I conference starting at
date with year ([88])) ~- 100000

where expense of conference is a telation. This nelation is restricted to a subset in conference,
namely, the set of images of 88 under the relation conference starting at date with year.
5.3 Examples. We require that the same person may not submit more than 3 papers per confer-
ence. This constraint can be formulated as follows (CRIS C4):



for each x from conference:
for each y fra~m

person author of
submitted~aper for conference([x]):

CARD (submitted~aper for
conference([x]) interaeet
submitted~aper written by
person([y])) ~- 3 -

Notice that from the second FOR EACH until the end is the boolean expression needed for after
"conference:" in the first FOR EACH expression.
We can also formulate the same constraint in a shorter way:

for each x froat conference:
for each y froun person :

CARD( submitted~aper written-by
person([y]) interaect
submitted~aper for
conference([x])) ~-3
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APPENDIX: GRAMMAR FOR YACC

Remarks. In the following e stands for empty, not to be confused with EMPTY which
corresponds to the empty set (of numbers, strings, etc.). The following production rules are
almost identical to those of the YACC source. We use be, ne and se for boolean expression,
numerical expression and string expression, respectively.
~~` constrform is a collection of consiraints ~`~
constrforrn :: CONSTRAIlVTS BEGCONS consVaints ENDCONS
constraints :: e I constraints constraint I constraints error ';'
constraint :: be ;'
be :: declarative I nondeclarative
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dcclarativc

subtype
uniqueness
totality
key
subset
cquivalencc
exclusion
subtypedef
subtypetotal
subtypeexcl
subsupport
subpath
suppeq
patheq
suppexcl
pathexcl
numeric
l~` ots, paths ~`~
ots
ots 1
ot
paths
pathsl
path
strtonumpath
strtostrpath
numtostrpath
numtonumpath
refcrsstr
refersnum

:: subtypc I uniqueness I totality I key I subset I cquivalence I exclusion I
numeric
:: subtypedef I subtypetotal I subtypeexcl
:: ot IDENTIFIED paths
:: ot TOTAL paths
:: ot KEY paths
:: subsupport I subpath
:: suppeq I patheq
:: suppexcl I pathexcl
:: SUBTYPE ots OF STROT
:: ots SUBTYPETOTAL ot
:: ots SUBTYPEEXCL ot
:: path SUBSUPPORT path
:: path SUBPATH path
:: path SUPPEQ path
:: path PATI-IEQ path
:: path SUPPEXCL paih
:: path PATHEXCI, path
:: NUMERIC ots

:: ot ots 1
:: e I',' ot ots 1
:: NUMOT I STROT
:: path paths 1
:: e I ',' path pathsl
:: sutonumpath I stnostrpath I numtostrpath I numtonumpath
:: NUMOT refersstr
:: STROT nefersstr
:: STROT nefersnum
:: NUMOT refersnum
:: refersl ROLE STROT
:: refersl ROLE NUMOT

refers 1 :: e 1 refers 1 refer
refer :: ROLE ot
~~ nondeclarative boolean expressions are defined here ~`~

~~` the other expressions can be sets, numbcrs, strings, set of pairs ~`~
nondeclarative :: simplebe I NOT be I be AND be I be OR be I be IFF be I be IMPLY be I IF

be THEN be ELSE be I IF be THEN be I foreach be
simplebe :: TRUE I FALSE I'(' be ')' I ne rel ne I se rel se I stmum rel stmum I numstr

rel

rel numstr I numnum rel numnum I sustr rel strstr I numset rel numset I strset
rel strset I numnumset rel numnumset I numstrset rel numstrset I stmumset tel
stmumset I ne IN numset I se IN strset I stmums IN stmumset I strstrs IN
strstrset I numnums IN numnumset I numstrs IN numstrset I emptyl I empty2 I
empty3 I empty4 I empty5 I emptyó
:: GEQ ~~` ~- ~~ I GR ~~~~ I EQ ~' - ~~ I UNEQ ~~` ~~ ~~ I LEQ ~' ~- ~~ I LE

l~` ~ `I
emptyl :: EMPTY rel numset I numset rel EMPTY
empty2 :: EMPTY rel strset I strset rel EMP7'Y
empty3 :: EMPTY tel numnumset I numnumset nl EMPTY
empty4 :: EMPTY rel strstrset I strstrset rel EMPTY
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empty5 :: EMPTY nel numstrset I numsuset rel EMPTY
emptyó :: EMPTY rel stmumset I strnumset rel EMP'TY
foreach :: FOREACH idsfmmexprs ':'
idsfromcxpn :: idsfromcxpnl idsfromcxpr
idsfromcxprsl :: e I idsfromexprsl ',' idsfrvmexpr
idsfromexpr :: ids FROM numset I ids FROM strset I idpairs FROM numnumset I idpairs

FROM numstrset I idpairs FROM strstrset I idpairs FROM stmumset
ids :: idsl IDENTIFIER
idsl :: e I idsl IDENTIFIER ','
idpairs :: idpairsl idpair
idpairsl :: e I idpairsl idpair','
idpair :: '(' IDENTIFIER ',' IDENTIFIER ')'
ne :: simplene I'-' ne ~oprec UMINiJS I ne numop ne
simplene :: NUMBER I NUMVAR I'(' ne ')' I strtonumpath '(' se ')' I ntuntontunpath

'(' ne ')' I standardnumfunc
numop .. 't' I '-' I '~' I '~'
standardnumfunc :: CARD '(' setexpr ')' I SUM '(' numset ')' I MAX '(' numset ')' I MIN '('

numset ')' I AVG '(' numset ')' I SUM1 '(' numstrset ')' I SUM1 '(' num-
numset ')' I SUM2 '(' stmumset ')' I SUM2 '(' numnumset ')' I AVG1 '('
numstrset ')' I AVG1 '(' numnumset ')' I AVG2 '(' stmumset ')' I AVG2 '('
numnumset ')'

se :: strconst I STRVAR I numtostrpath '(' ne ')' I stnostrpath '(' se ')' I stan-
dardstrfunc

strcons[ :: "" IDENTIl'IER "" I "" NUMBER ""
standardstrfunc :: MAXSTR '(' strset ')' I MINSTR '(' strset ')'
setexpr :: numset I strset I numnumset I stmumset I strstrset I numstrset
numset :: NUMOT I strtonumpath '(' strset ')' I numtonumpath '(' numset ')' I'[' nes

']' I numset setop numset I standardnumsetfunc I'(' numset ')'
nes :: ne nes 1
nesl :: e I',' ne nesl
ses :: se ses 1
sesl :: e I',' se sesl
standardnumsetfunc:: SET1 '(' numstrset ')' I SET1 '(' numnumset ')' I SET2 '(' stmumset ')' I

SET2 '(' numnumse[ ')'
setop :: INTERSECT I UNION I MINUS
strset :: STROT I numtostrpath '(' numset ')' I strtostrpath '(' strset ')' I'[' ses ']' I

strset setop strset I standardstrsetfunc I'(' strset ')'
standardsusetfunc :: SET1 '(' stmumset ')' I SET1 '(' strstrset ')' I SET2 '(' strstrset ')' I SET2

'(' numstrset ')'
numnumset :: NUMOT 'X' NUMOT I numtonumpath I numtonumpath 'I' numset I'['

numnums ']' I numnumset setop numnumset I INV '(' numnumset ')'
numnums :: numnum numnumsl
numnumsl :: e I',' numnum numnumsl
numnum :: '(' ne ',' ne ')'
strstrsct :: STROT 'X' STROT I strtostrpath I strtostrpath 'I' strset I'[' strstrs ']' I

strstrset setop strstrset I INV '(' strstrset ')' I'(' strstrset ')'
strstrs :: strstr strstrsl
strstrsl :: e I',' strsu strstrsl
strstr .. '(' se ',' se ')'
numstrsct :: NUMOT 'X' STROT I numtostrpath I numtostrpath 'I' numset I'[' numstrs
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']' I INV '(' stmumset ')' I'(' numstrset ')'
numstrs :: nums[r numstrsl
numstrsl :: e I',' numsv numstrsl
numsv :: '(' ne ',' se ')'
stmumset :: STROT 'X' NUMOT I strtonumpath I strtonumpath 'I' strset I'[' stmums

']' I INV '( ' numstrset ')' I'(' strnumset ')'
stmums :: stmum stmumsl
stmumsl :: e I',' svnum stmumsl
stmum . . '(' se ',' ne ')'
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